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‘Toughest sheriff’ invited to C.V.,
activists plan ‘peaceful’ protest
By CHRIS COUNTS

R
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Students from all over Monterey County enjoyed elite competition during an exhibition match between
Olympic water polo teams from the United States (dark blue uniforms) and Australia at Stevenson School
last week. For more — and for Dennis Taylor’s Peninsula Sports roundup — turn to page 27A.
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EGARDED BY some as “America’s toughest sheriff,” and by others as its
most reviled, Joe Arpaio is set to speak at
the Sept. 13 meeting of the Monterey Peninsula Republican Women Federated at the
former Rancho Cañada clubhouse, inside
what is now Palo Corona Regional Park.
The event was announced online last
Thursday and immediately started a ruckus.
“There will be a peaceful protest by
those who object to hosting this despicable
creature in our neighborhood,” Carmel Valley resident Luana Conley predicted about
Arpaio’s appearance.
Five others, meanwhile, announced a
“No Arpaio” protest on Facebook. Organizers say the event will honor “immigrants,
‘Latinx’ culture, and the ways no human
beings are illegal.” Plans include bringing

in a taco truck and a mariachi band.
Arpaio, 86, was the sheriff of Maricopa
County for 24 years before losing a reelection bid in 2016.
The same year, Arpaio was found guilty
in federal court of criminal contempt for
ignoring a court order that directed his
sheriff’s office to end what the court called
“racial profiling.” President Donald Trump
created further controversy by pardoning
him the following year.
Accused of misconduct
An outspoken opponent of illegal immigration, Arpaio was often accused of police
misconduct and abuse of power during his
tenure as sheriff, although his supporters
claim at least some of the charges were politically motivated.
Arpaio’s bid for the Senate ended this
See ARPAIO page 16A

Aquarium pipeline repair runs afoul of plastic rules
By KELLY NIX

ITHIN THE course of just over an hour Tuesday evening, burglars broke into a half-dozen parked cars in downtown Carmel, starting in the parking lot by the Park Branch
of the library at Mission and Sixth, and moving along Ocean
Avenue, Carmel Police Cmdr. Luke Powell said Wednesday.
“Last night, we had a series of vehicle burglaries through
the downtown area of the village, all taking place between
8:30 p.m. and 9:45 p.m.,” he said. “The burglaries appeared
to have started at the children’s library parking lot and then
moved west through the business district.”
As officers investigated the break-ins in the library lot,
Powell said, someone called the station to report a burglary in

unlawfully using plastic-wrapped sacks filled with concrete to
shore up its underwater pipeline system.
On Sept. 12, commissioners will consider whether to grant
the aquarium after-the-fact approval for submerging the plastic sacks in an effort to reinforce supports for its 950-footlong offshore intake pipelines, which provide seawater for the
aquarium’s desalination system, its exhibits and its roughly
10,000 marine animals.
“Violations of the Coastal Act exist on the [aquarium]
property, including, but not limited to, underwater placement
of plastic-wrapped concrete sacks,” according to a coastal
commission report ahead of a meeting in Fort Bragg.
Aquarium public affairs director Barbara Meister said
that the commission issued the aquarium a waiver in 2012 to
perform work on its aging pipeline. The construction — performed by a contractor that same year — was supposed to include using burlap- or paper-wrapped concrete bags to shore
up the supports holding up the pipes.
“Unfortunately, we didn’t monitor our contractor closely
enough and the contractor used the wrong bag covers — plastic instead of burlap or paper,” Meister told The Pine Cone.
In 2017, after learning of the infraction, the coastal commission slapped the aquarium with a notice of violation of the
Coastal Act. At the Fort Bragg meeting, commissioners will
weigh a bid by the aquarium to remove the plastic-wrapped
sacks, which also haven’t worked, and install concrete and

See BREAK-INS page 15A

See AQUARIUM page 19A
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ESS THAN a month before the Monterey Bay Aquarium is set to host a summit on the ills of plastic pollution,
the nonprofit will face the California Coastal Commission for

Police check video after
rash of car break-ins
By MARY SCHLEY
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This 16-inch pipeline is one of two the Monterey Bay Aquarium uses to
draw water from the bay. The aquarium may have violated the Coastal
Act when it used plastic-wrapped concrete bags to shore up the pipes.

Vintage racer, car collector shatters world record with $48.4M sale of Ferrari
By MARY SCHLEY

W

HEN GREG Whitten decided to sell his 1962 Ferrari
GTO after 18 years of driving and racing it, he knew the car
was so special it would have to be sold during the prestigious
Concours Week on the Monterey Peninsula. The third of just
36 Ferrari GTOs built between 1962 and 1964, the car set a
world record Saturday when it sold for $48.4 million at the
RM Sotheby’s auction at the Monterey Conference Center.
Part of an already rare group, the car never crashed during
its successful racing career — a feat that was practically unheard of. On the technical side, it is one of four Series 1 GTOs
that were updated in 1964 to the Series 2 design that included
a new body, updated interior, and changes to the chassis.
Although the identities of sellers and buyers at auctions
are kept confidential, Whitten decided to go public because
the car is so special. “There are only two that look like it in
the world, and they’re both very well known,” he told The Pine
Cone this week. “And mine has been seen a lot in the United
States, so I didn’t see a particular reason to follow the normal
path of being private.”
Whitten, who lives in Washington State but is here every
year to race and show his vintage cars, bought the Ferrari 18

years ago. He drove it in some 30 races and participated in
four GTO reunions exclusively held for Ferrari GTO owners
(Walmart’s Rob Walton and Ralph Lauren among them) every

five years.
“I drove the car on the street from time to time,” he added.
“I took it to our local Saturday morning car show on a fairly
frequent basis. Sometimes I drove it out to a place about 20
miles away for a nice lunch.”
A ‘small red car’
Whitten suspects most people didn’t even realize what was
they were seeing. “It did not seem to attract that much attention,” he said. “It’s a small red car that looks fairly sporty.”
But once he decided to sell it, Whitten wanted to make sure
everyone could learn about it.
“I thought that by exposing myself a bit, I could help people who don’t have a GTO understand what a GTO is like,
rather than hear it from a person talking about a completely
different car,” he said. “I was able to explain the car as the
owner would experience it — and in particular, this very car.”
The auction house produced three videos, including one focusing on the car’s provenance and one featuring Whitten and
his history as a collector, to promote the sale.

Greg Whitten, shown here in 2003 three years after he bought the
1962 Ferarri GTO, enjoyed racing and driving the car. He sold it Saturday for a record-shattering $48.4 million.

See GTO page 31A
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